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Characters

Who is Jane Eyre? Jane Eyre is the protagonist of the story. She is ten years old when the 
story begins, an orphan who lives with her aunt and cousins. 

Who is Mrs Reed? Mrs Reed is Jane’s aunt by marriage (she was the wife of Jane’s 
mother’s brother, who died many years before).

Who are Mrs Reed’s children, 
and what are they like?

Mrs Reed’s children are John, Georgiana, and Eliza. They are spoiled 
and can be cruel. 

Who is Bessie? Bessie is a servant who cares about and is kind to Jane, even though 
she scolds her sometimes. 

Who is Mr Lloyd? Mr Lloyd is the apothecary (a kind of pharmacist or basically-skilled 
doctor) who treats Jane well and suggests that she go to school.

Who is Mr Brocklehurst? Mr Brocklehurst is a clergyman who runs Lowood Institution. 

Who is Helen Burns? Helen Burns is Jane’s first friend at Lowood, who urges her to respond 
to injustice with patience and forgiveness.

Who is Miss Temple? Miss Temple is the superintendent of Lowood. She is kind and fair, 
unlike Mr Brocklehurst.

Literary features and context
What is a Bildungsroman? A Bildungsroman is a novel that follows the 

protagonist’s growth and education from 
childhood to maturity.

What is an internal monologue? An internal monologue is like a conversation with 

yourself; it’s the voice in your head, the thoughts 
you think in words but don’t say out loud

What is a construct? Characters are constructs, which means that they 

are made up by the writer and made to be certain 

ways in order to express something. They are not 
just copied from life.

What is juxtaposition? Juxtaposition is setting two things side by side so 

that the difference between them becomes 
clearer, often to make a point.

When did Charlotte Brontë live and when 
did she write Jane Eyre?

Charlotte Brontë: 1816-1855. Jane Eyre: 1847

What aspects of her own life did     she 
draw on in Jane Eyre?

Charlotte Brontë lived a secluded and sometimes 

isolated life on the Yorkshire moors. Two of her 

sisters died of tuberculosis at Cowan Bridge School, 

which Lowood is based on. Brontë also worked as 
a teacher for a time.

Plot
Ch 1 What happens at the start of the novel? The prologue outlines the main conflict in the play and warns the audience of the 

tragic fate of Romeo and Juliet.

Ch 2 What happens in the red room? The Montagues and Capulets fight in the streets. Prince Escalus swears that any further 
fighting will be punished by death.

Ch 3 Who shows kindness to Jane and what gives her hope? Paris asks Lord Capulet about marring his daughter Juliet. Capulet tells Paris to wait as 
she is too young.

Ch 4 How does Jane’s life change in Chapter 4? Lady Capulet advises Juliet to agree to marry Paris

Ch 5 What happens on Jane’s first day at Lowood? At the Capulets’ masked ball, Romeo sees Juliet and falls in love with her. They talk, 
kiss, and fall in love. As they depart, they learn they are from feuding families.

Ch 6 What happens on Jane’s second day, and what does she discuss with Helen? In the balcony scene, Romeo and Juliet fall deeper in love. They agree to get 
married.

Ch 7 What physical and emotional hardships does Jane face at Lowood? Romeo asks Friar Lawrence to marry him and Juliet. Lawrence agrees, thinking it will 
unite the warring families. 

Ch 8 How is Jane comforted after her humiliation? Friar Lawrence marries Romeo and Juliet.

Ch 9 What happens in the spring of Jane’s first year? Tybalt kills Mercutio; Romeo kills Tybalt.





Year 9 – Biology – Autumn 1 – B3.1 Growth and Differentiation

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 How do we calculate the total magnification 

of a microscope? Eyepiece lens x Objective lens magnifying power
14 State a key difference between prokaryotes 

and eukaryotes.

Prokaryotes do not have a nucleus. Eukaryotes 

do.

2 State the equation that links magnification, 

image size and actual size. Image Size = Actual Size x Magnification
15

State one organism that is prokaryotic. Bacteria

3
Define 'resolution'.

The ability to distinguish between two separate 

points that are very close together
16

Prokaryotes have a cell wall. True or false? TRUE

4
State the function of the nucleus.

Controls all activities of the cell, contains genetic 

information
17 Some bacteria have an extra layer on top of 

their cell walls. What is the name of that layer? Slime capsule

5
State the function of the cytoplasm. Site for chemical reactions to take place

18 Where does the genetic material of a 

prokaryotic cell exist? Cytoplasm

6
State the function of the cell membrane.

Controls what substances go in and out of the 

cell
19 What is a difference between prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic DNA?

Prokaryotic DNA is circular; Eukaryotic DNA is 

linear

7
State the function of the mitochondria. Site of aerobic respiration, releasing energy

20
Describe the adaptations of a nerve cell. Lots of dendrites; Long axon

8
State the function of the ribosomes. Site of protein synthesis

21
What is the function of a nerve cell? Carry electrical impulses

9
State the function of the cell wall. Strengthens the cell, provide support

22 How does having a long axon help neurones 

with their function? Carry electrical impulses over long distances

10

State the function of the chloroplasts.

Contain chlorophyll, absorb light to do 

photosynthesis

23 Describe how a muscle cell is adapted for its 

function.

Special proteins for contraction; Many 

mitochondria for energy; Store glycogen to 

release glucose for respiration

11
State the function of the permanent vacuole.

Contains cell sap to keep plant cells rigid, 

provide support
24 Root hair cells have lots of mitochondria to 

release energy. What is the energy used for?

Active transport of mineral ions into root hair 

cells

12 State three differences between animal and 

plant cells.

Plant cells have chloroplasts, permanent vacuole 

and cellulose cell wall. Animal cells do not
25 Name a substance that diffuses into our cells 

for use. Oxygen, glucose

13
What substance makes up plants' cell walls? Cellulose

26 Name a substance that diffuses out of our cells 

to be removed. Carbon dioxide, urea



Year 9 – Science – Autumn 1 – C3.1 Part a – Atomic Structure

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 What are all substances made up of? Atoms 14
Why do we mark the baseline in chromatography in 

pencil?
To prevent it running.

2 What do elements consist of? Elements are made up of one type of atom. 15 How do we calculate Rf?
Distance moved by spot/distance moved by 

solvent.

3 How are compounds different to elements? More than one type of atom chemically joined. 16 What is the Plum Pudding model?
A ball of positive charge, with negative electrons but 

NO neutrons.

4 What is the basic structure of an atom?
Nucleus with protons and neutrons, with electrons 

orbiting in shells.
17 What was the evidence for the nucleus? The alpha scattering experiment.

5 What happens to atoms in a chemical reaction? They are rearranged but not destroyed. 18
Where are electrons now considered to be in an 

atom?
In shells, 2, 8 and then 8 in each shell.

6
How does mass of reactants compare with the 

mass of products in a chemical reaction?
No change, conservation of mass. 19 What is the evidence for neutrons in the nucleus? James Chadwick experiment.

7
Why in some reactions may mass appear to 

decrease?
A gas is produced which may escape. 20

What are the relative charges of the sub atomic 

particles in an atom?
Protons +1, neutrons ), electrons -1.

8 What is a mixture? Two or more substances not chemically joined. 21
What are the relative masses of the sub atomic 

particles in an atom?
Protons 1, neutrons 1, electrons 1/1840.

9 What is filtration used for? Separate a soluble/insoluble substance. 22 What is the atomic number? The number of protons.

10 What is crystallisation used for? Obtaining dry crystals from a solution. 23 What is the atomic mass number? The sum of the number of protons and neutrons.

11 What is distillation used for? To separate two miscible liquids. 24 What is an ion? A charged atom.

12 How does fractional distillation work?
Heat to evaporate, cool to condense and then collect 

substances at specific boiling points.
25 What is an isotope?

An element with the same number of protons but a 

varying number of neutrons.

13 What is paper chromatography used for? Separating two solids. 26 How are electrons arranged in an atom?
First shell = up to 2 electrons, second shell = up to 8 

electrons and 3rd shell = up to 8 electrons.



Year 9 – Physics – Autumn 1 – P3.1 (Old P9)

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1

What is a "scalar quantity"? A quantity with magnitude (size) only

14

What formula relates speed, distance and 

time?

Speed = distance/ time

2
What is a "vector quantity"? A quantity with both magnitude and 

direction 15
Describe speed and velocity in circular 

motion 

Constant speed, changing velocity

3
Define "speed" Rate of change of distance

16
Give the formula for acceleration Acceleration = Change in velocity / time

4

Define "velocity" Rate of change of displacement

17

What is acceleration due to gravity near 

Earth's surface?

9.8m/s
2

5
Define "displacement" Distance and direction

18 What is the unit for acceleration?
m/s2

6
Give three examples of scalar quantities Distance, mass, energy

19 What is time measured in? Seconds (s)

7

Give five examples of vector quantities Displacement, weight, force, velocity, 

acceleration 20 What is the unit for velocity? m/s

8
Define "acceleration" Rate of change of velocity

21 What is a negative acceleration called? Deceleration

9
What is a typical speed for walking? 1.5m/s

22

10
What is a typical speed for running? 3m/s

23

11
What is a typical speed for cycling? 6m/s

24

12

What is Newton's First Law? If the resultant force on an object is 0, then 

the object will continue to move at a 

constant velocity or remain stationary
25



Year 9  Autumn 1- ‘Algebra, antiseptics and astronomy’ How has the Islamic Golden Age shaped our world?

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1

What was the Islamic Golden Age?

The Islamic Golden Age was a period of cultural, economic, 

and scientific flourishing in the history of Islam, traditionally 

dated from the 8th century to the 14th century

13

What is the place value system?

When a position of a digit in a number determines its 

value

2

What is a caliph? The title for the ruler of the Islamic Empire

14

What is astronomy?

The study of celestial objects (such as stars, planets, 

comets, and galaxies) 

3
What is algebra?

The study of using equations to find out an unknown 

quantity
15

How do we judge if an event is significant? If it had a geographically widespread impact

4
What is an astrolabe? A bronze instrument used to take readings of the position 

of the stars or sun
16

How do we judge if an event is significant?

If it influenced other golden age achievements

5

What is a qibla?

The direction that people prayed in, representing the 

direction towards Mecca. 

17 How do we judge if an event is significant?

If it benefitted a lot of people

6
What is an empire?

A group of countries ruled by one country, government or 

ruler.
18

How do we judge if an event is significant?

If it had longevity [long lasting impact]

7

What is an antiseptic? A liquid that prevents the growth of bacteria and germs.

19

Who was Ibn Al-Khwarizmi?

A mathematician and astronomer who introduced Hindu-

Arabic numerals, the theory of algebra, the place value 

system and produced two famous star tables

8

What is an anaesthetic? Something that helps reduce the amount of pain felt

20

Who was Ibn Sina?

Wrote well respected medical book ‘The Canon of 
Medicine’ which detailed how the human body works and 
how it is affected by disease. He also came up with 
splintage theory doctors used to this day. 

9

What are wards? Different sections of a hospital 

21

Who was Al Razi?

Responsible in the overseeing improvements in hospital
care where antiseptics and anaesthetics were used to care
for patients

10

What is cataracts? When the lens in the eye becomes cloudy

22

Who was Al Kindi?

Worked alongside Al-Khawrizmi to translate 6th century 

Hindu books into Arabic and taught people about the 

Hindu numeral system. 

11

What is couching?

An operation when the lens is dislodged in order to stop the 

clouding 

23

Who was Al Birini

Geographer who produced a map of the world which 

included  co-ordinates of cities 

12

What is an astronomical table?

Also known as star chart, which was used to predict the 

movements of the Sun, Moon and planets. 

24

When was the Islamic Golden Age? The period from 750-1258



Geography: Year 9 Renewable and Non-Renewable Energy

Definition Answer

1 What is the amount of energy a region uses called? Energy consumption (demand)

2 What is the total amount of energy a region produces? Energy supply (production)

3 What is it called when a region’s energy supply is greater 
than its energy demand?

Energy surplus

4 What is it called when a region’s energy demand is greater 
than its energy supply?

Energy insecurity

5 What sources of energy made of organic matter that is 
millions of years old. Coal, oil and gas are fossil fuels. When 
burnt, fossil fuels create a lot of pollution?

Fossil fuel

6 What is it called when Water is boiled into steam to power 
a turbine and produce electricity?

Steam power

7 What is the natural oil extracted from reservoirs 
underground?

Crude oil

8 What is a large metal structure that is built to dig down to 
oil and gas reservoirs in the ocean?

Oil rig

9 What is the nae of the United Nations agreement that 
countries sign to agree to hit targets for climate change?

Paris Agreement

10 What is the source material for nuclear fission in Nuclear 
Energy>

Uranium

11 What is a controversial process used to extract shale gas 
from rock deep underground?

Fracking

12 What is a natural gas found trapped within shale 
formations (rock)?

Shale gas

13 What is a natural oil found trapped within shale formations 
(rock)?

Shale oil

14 What is a graph that plots rainfall and river discharge (the 
amount of water flowing at a particular point in M3 per 
second) over time?

Storm hydrograph

Question Answer

16 What is Hydropower? Hydropower - moving water helps create 
electricity by turning turbines under the sea 
as the tide moves in and out, or by using 
water stored in a dam

17 What is solar energy? Solar energy - solar panels collect energy 
from the Sun to create electricity.

18 What is wind power? Wind energy - wind turns turbines to create 
electricity.

19 What is geothermal energy? Geothermal energy - volcanic activity can be 
used for heating water and the steam 
produced can be used to power generators 
and create electricity

20 How were fossil fuels formed? These natural resources were formed from 
the remains of plants and animals that died 
millions of years ago.

21 What gas does burning fossil fuels release? Burning fossil fuels creates carbon dioxide 
gas

22 What effect does burning fossil fuels have on the earths 
temperature?

Burning fossil fuels makes the earth 
warmer.

23 What is a positive of Hydroelectric power? It creates water reserves.

24 What is a negative of Hydroelectric power? It is expensive and has a large environmental 
impact.

25 What is a positive of wind energy? There is an infinite supply of it.

26 What is a negative of wind energy? It is expensive. People can complain about 
the view.

27
What is a positive of Solar energy?

There is an infinite supply of it.

28
What is a negative of Solar energy?

It is very expensive.

29
What is a positive of oil?

It is cheap and easy to extract

30
What is a negative of oil?

There is a finite source and it gives off 
harmful gases when burned.



Christianity Vocabulary

1 What is a denomination? A group within Christianity.

2 What does doctrine mean? A belief held and taught by a particular denomination.

3 What is evangelism? Spreading the Christian message in order to convert people.

4 What is a monotheist? Someone who believes in one God.

5 What does resurrected 
mean?

Brought back to life after dying.

6 What is The Trinity? The belief that God is three as well as one – Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

7 What does worship mean? To show the highest respect or adoration for someone or something.

8 Who are the Gentiles? A name given to non-Jews in the Bible.

9 What are missionaries? People who spread the Christian message.

10 What does persecution 
mean?

Discrimination against a group of people.

11 What are the Catacombs? Tunnels full of tombs underneath Rome.

12 What is The Early 
Church?

Christians in the first three centuries CE.

13 A person who is killed for their beliefs. 

14 What does Ichthus mean? A Greek word meaning fish and a Christian symbol.

15
What is baptism?

A ritual in which people are immersed in water to symbolise turning away 
from sin and following God.

16 What is a bishop? A Christian leader with authority over the priests and churches in an area.

17 What is a creed? A statement of belief.

18 What is heresy? Beliefs which are opposed to those of the Church.

19
What is the Great Schism?

The split of the Eastern and Western Church in 1054 into the Eastern 
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church.

20 What is a confessional? A booth where Catholics ask a priest to grant them God's forgiveness.

21
What is the Eucharist?

The practice of eating bread and drinking wine during a church service. 
Also known as communion or Mass. 

22 What is 
transubstantiation?

The belief that the bread and wine become the actual body and blood of 
Jesus  during the Eucharist.

23 What is purgatory? A state before heaven, where souls are purified.

24 What is penance? Prayer or an action to show that one is sorry for sinning.

25
What is a pope?

The leader of the Roman Catholic Church. He lives in Vatican City in 
Rome.

26 What are cardinals? The most senior leaders in the Catholic Church, after the Pope.

27 What is a conclave? The meeting at which a new Pope is elected. 

28 What is 
excommunication?

Expelled from the Church.

29
What are indulgences?

Certificates bought from the Catholic Church in order to be punished less 
in purgatory

30
What is Protestantism?

A diverse form of Christianity which began in the 16th century as a protest 
against the Catholic Church.

31
What is the Reformation?

A 16th century movement to reform the Church, resulting in the he split of 
the Western Church into Catholicism and Protestantism.

32 What is The Salvation 
Army?

A Protestant denomination, which is particularly focused on converting 
people to Christianity and helping the  poor. 

33 What is The Society of 
Friends?

A Protestant Denomination also known as Quakers.

34 What are Meeting 
Houses?

The place where Quakers meet.

35
Who are The Amish?

A Protestant denomination in the USA who live separate from the rest of 
society.

People

36
Who is Paul? Travelling preacher and author of letters in the New Testament.

37 Who is Emperor Nero? The Roman Emperor during the fire in Rome in  CE 64.

38
Who is Emperor Trajan?

A Roman emperor who wrote to Pliny with advice on dealing with 
Christians.

39 Who is Constantine? A Roman Emperor who converted to Christianity in CE 312.

40 Who is Arius? A heretic whose ideas were condemned at the Council of Nicea.

41 Who is Peter? Jesus’ disciple who Catholics believe was the first bishop of Rome.

42
Who is Pope Leo I? The Pope in CE 440 who said that the Pope should lead the whole Church.

43 Who is Pope Francis? The current Pope.

44 Who is Martin Luther? A German monk who led the Reformation.

45 Who is Henry VIII? The King of England who founded the Church of England in 1534.

46 Who is William Booth? The founder of the Salvation Army.

Dates

47 What happened in 33 
CE?

Crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus.

48 What happened in 64 
CE?

Great Fire of Rome blamed on Christians by Emperor Nero.

49
What happened in 312?

The conversion of Constantine to Christianity after the Battle of Milvian 
Bridge.

50
What happened in 313?

Constantine passes the Edict of Milan legalising Christianity and ending 
persecution.

51 What happened in 325? The Council of Nicea where the Nicene Creed was written.

52 What happened in 1054? The Great Schism.

53 What happened in 1517? Martin Luther nails his 95 theses (complaints) to the door of his Church.

54 What happened in 1534? Henry VIII establishes the Church of England. 

55 What happened in 1865? The Salvation Army is founded by William Booth.

56 What happened in 1650? The Society of Friends is set up by George Fox.





Unit 1: Qui suis-je? Y9 Aut 1

Friendships Relationships

1 How do you say "A good friend is someone who is" in 
French?

Un bon ami est quelqu’un qui est 1 How do you say "I get on well with"in French? Je m’entends bien avec 

2 How do you say "Listens to my problems" in French? Écoute mes problèmes 2 How do you say "I argue with"in French? je me dispute avec 

3 How do you say "Discusses everything with me" in 
French?

discute de tout avec moi 3 How do you say "I bicker with"in French? je me chamaille avec 

4 How do you say "Has a sense of humour"in French? a le sens de l’humour 4 How do you say" I have fun with"in French? je m’amuse avec 

5 How do you say "Has the same interests as me"in 
French?

a les mêmes centres d’intérêt que moi 5 How do you say" I look after my brother"in French? je m’occupe de mon frère

6 How do you say "Accepts my imperfections"in French? accepte mes imperfections 6 How do you say "He seems"in French? il a l’air 

7 How do you say "Respects my opinions" in French? respecte mes opinions 7 How do you say "He has …..hair"in French? Il a les cheveux ...

8 How do you say "Helps everybody" in French? aide tout le monde 8 How do you say "She has…..eyes"in French? Elle a les yeux ...

Free Time Activities Family members

1 How do you say "I go"in French? Je vais 1 How do you say "Stepfather "in French? le beau-père 

2 How do you say "To the match"in French? Aller au match 2 How do you say" Stepmother"in French? la belle-mère 

3 How do you say "To the swimming pool"in French? à la piscine 3 How do you say "Half-brother/ half-sister"in French? le demi-frère /la demi-soeur

4 How do you say "To see a show"in French? voir un spectacle 4 How do you say « son/daughter"in French? Le fils / la fille

5 How do you say "To do ice skating"in French? faire du patin à glace 5 How do you say "Stepbrother"in French? le beau-frère 

6 How do you say "Roller-skating"in French? du skate 6 How do you say "Stepsister"in French? la belle-soeur

7 How do you say "To go shopping"in French? faire les magasins 7 How do you say "Grandchildren"in French? les petits-enfants 

8 How do you say "To play video games"in French? jouer à des jeux vidéo 8 How do you say "Uncle/aunt "in French? l’oncle/la tante

9 How do you say “we’re going to see a show?"in French? On va voir un spectacle 9 How do you say “older brother/sister"in French? Mon frère aîné /Ma soeur aînée



Unit2: Qui suis-je? Y9 Aut 1

Time phrases / essential words Going out

1 How do you say “This eveing " in French? Ce soir 1 How do you say “do you want to come?"in
French?

Tu veux venir?

2 How do you say “firstly" in French? D’abord 2 How do you say “can you come?"in French? Tu peux venir?

3 How do you say “usually" in French? D’habitude 3 How do you say “when will we meet?"in
French?

On se retrouve quand?

4 How do you say “all the time "in French? Tout le temps 4 How do you say" where do we meet? "in
French?

On se retrouve où?

5 How do you say “most of the time"in 
French?

La plupart du temps 5 How do you say" who are you going there
with?"in French?

Tu y vas avec qui?

6 How do you say “sometimes” in French? Quelquefois / parfois 6 How do you say “Ok/Alright"in French? D’accord

7 How do you say “especially" in French? Surtout 7 How do you say “at what time?"in French? A quelle heure?

8 How do you say “a bit " in French? Un peu 8 How do you say “how?"in French? Comment ?



1. What is fusion music? Two or more styles of music combined to create a piece of music

2. What is Afrobeat music? Afrobeat is a music genre which fuses musical elements of West African 

musical styles (such as fuji music and highlife) with American funk and jazz. 

2.1 What is meant by     

interlocking rhythms?

Different rhythmic parts alternate with each other to form a complete rhythmic line. -Musicians need to listen and cooperate with each other

2.2 What is a mode? A type of scale e.g. Aeolian mode on C is C D Eb G Ab Bb

2.3 Explain syncopation Playing off the main beat.

2.4 Explain an extended chord. A chord with an added note e.g. C E G B

2.5 What is a Head in music? The main melody in jazz music.

2.6 What is a riff? A short, repeated phrase found in popular music.

2.7 Name all the instruments found in ‘Water get no enemy’. Horns; Drumkit; Vocals; bass guitar; percussion—claves; maracas; shekere; conga.

3. What is a neotango? A tango is a dance for two people, that originated in the 1880s in the slums and bars of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Neotango refers to a fusion between tango music and 

electronic music.

3.1 What is a Habanera rhythm?

3.2 What is a melodic riff? A short, repeated tune.

3.3 What are chromatic passing notes? Notes the move by a semitone e.g. C-C#

3.4 Name the notes of A harmonic minor. A  B  C  D  E  F  G#

3.5 Name all the instruments found in GOTAN Project ‘La Viguela’. bandoneon; piano; bass guitar; acoustic guitar; electronics- Drum machine, synthesizer; vocals.

4. What is Indian Classical   

Music?

Indian classical music is the classical music of the Indian subcontinent. It has two major traditions: the North Indian classical music tradition is called Hindustani, while the 

South Indian expression is called Carnatic.

4.1What is a Rag? An Indian scale

4.2 What is meant by sargam? The Indian system of notation - sa re ga ma pa da ni

4.3 What is Tal? The Indian rhythmic cycle.

4.4 What is theka? A rhythmic phrase e.g. Tha-ka, Din-na

4.5 What is a tihai? A short phrase of 3 notes.

4.6 What is a Sam? The first beat of the Indian rhythmic cycle.

4.7 What is a drone in Indian 

classical music?

It is a long, sustained note played on the Tanpura.

4.8. Which section is the 

Alap?

It is the first section which has a slow tempo, falling melodies, no pulse/beat and is legato

4.9 Which section is the  

Jhalla?  

It it’s the fast section with repeated pitches and phrases, detached and short notes.

4.10 Name all the instruments heard in ‘Rag Desh’ perf by Anoushka Shankar. sitar; bansuri; tabla; tanpura

5.  What does ACSS stand for? A band called Afro Celt Sound System

5.1 Name the three types of music that are ‘fused’ in their piece ‘Release. West African, Celtic and dance music.

5.2 Name the instruments hear in ‘Release’ Bodhran; fiddle; whistle, Uillean Pipes, Vocals; kora; talking drum.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Hindustani+language&filters=sid%3a832b3c5c-0f14-9f0d-1e0e-ba44e7aff640&form=ENTLNK
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Carnatic+Music&filters=sid%3ac7649f53-47b8-bc5c-1d2e-8cdcbfd3bb72&form=ENTLNK

